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Tidal currents belong to the main driving forces shaping the bathymetry of marginal seas.

A globally unique radial sand ridge field exists in the South Yellow Sea off the central

Jiangsu coast, China. Its formation is related to the distinctive “radial tidal current” pattern

at that location. A generally accepted hypothesis is that the “radial tidal current” is a

consequence of the interference between the northern amphidromic tidal wave system

and the southern incoming tidal wave. In this study, a schematized numerical tidal model

was designed to investigate the tidal current system and the factors of influence in the

South Yellow Sea. Concepts of the tidal current amphidromic point (CAP) and the tidal

current inclination angle are utilized to analyze the inherent structure of the tidal current

system. By conducting a series of numerical experiments, it is found that the Poincaré

modes are necessary for the existence of “radial tidal current,” and the e-folding decay

length should be smaller than the basin length. In the Yellow Sea, cross-basin phase

differences due to lateral depth differences as well as open boundary conditions favor

the emergence of the “radial tidal current.” Further analyses indicate that the CAP system

(i.e., the co-inclination lines, the CAPs, and the tidal ellipticity) deepens the understanding

on the dynamic structure of a tidal current system, and therefore, it deserves more

attention in future studies.

Keywords: tidal current system, radial tidal current, lateral depth difference, basin geometry, tidal current

amphidromic points (CAPs), south yellow sea

INTRODUCTION

Tidal current ridges were first introduced by Off (1963) to describe the significant features of series
of rhythmic linear sand bodies on the tidal-dominated continental shelves, such as the North Sea
and the east China marginal seas (i.e., the Yellow Sea and the East China Sea). Strong tidal currents
are considered to play a main role in the development of these ridge patterns (Off, 1963; Liu et al.,
1998; Dyer and Huntley, 1999; Zhou et al., 2016). The development of these tidal ridges requires
tidal currents ranging between 0.5 and 2.5 m/s in an environment with sufficient sediment supply
(Off, 1963). These tidal ridges are commonly observed in a parallel pattern, e.g., the North Sea
(Dyer andHuntley, 1999). A unique example is observed in the South-Western region of the Yellow
Sea (see Figure 3 in the following section). ∼70 individual ridges of various sizes spread seaward
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in a radial pattern with the apex zone connected to the shore-face
of the central Jiangsu coast (Ren et al., 1986; Liu et al., 1989; Dyer
and Huntley, 1999; Wang, 2003). The flood/ebb currents flow
landward/seaward in the same direction as the ridge orientation
according to both field observations and numerical simulations
(Wang, 2003). Such a tidal current pattern is commonly referred
to as “radial tidal current” in previous studies (e.g., Zhu and
Chang, 2001; Uehara et al., 2002).

The “radial tidal current” is considered to be independent
from the local geomorphology, which has been demonstrated by
Zhu and Chang (2001) through several numerical experiments
(e.g., using a flat and a linear sloped topography replacing the
“radial sand ridges,” respectively). Recently, Tao et al. (2019) has
demonstrated that a series of radial-pattern ridges can be shaped
by the “radial tidal current” starting from a linear topography
by using morphodynamic modeling. Besides, simulation of the
Paleo-tidal current field reveals that this special tidal current
pattern existed since 7,000 years ago and therefore is expected
to play a crucial role in the formation and development of
the “radial sand ridges” (Uehara et al., 2002; Uehara and Saito,
2003; Zhu and Chen, 2005). Zhang et al. (1999) suggested that
the tidal current is the major force controlling the dynamics
of the “radial sand ridges” on morphological time scales, while
the effect of waves (including large waves such as due to
typhoons) is secondary. Even though it is possible that the sand
ridges are deformed or destroyed by typhoons, the shape of
the sand ridge system will gradually recover by tidal action
after the storm event. Since the dynamics of the sand ridge
system are closely linked to the tidal current, it is important
to understand the tidal current dynamics in the adjacent
seas first.

Zhang et al. (1999) proposed a generally accepted hypothesis
regarding the emergence of the “radial tidal current”: the
local tidal current is controlled by the interference of the
amphidromic tidal wave system in the South Yellow Sea and
the tidal wave from the East China Sea. Su et al. (2015)
confirmed this hypothesis even in the case of the absence of the
Shandong Peninsula and proposed that the pattern of the tidal
current is determined by the local tidal wave system, whereas
the intensity of the tidal current is controlled by the local
bathymetry. Uehara et al. (2002) recommended that the “radial
tidal current” pattern depends on the overall basin geometry.
Previous exploratory work suggested that the aspects of the
basin shape, topography, and open boundary conditions play
major roles on the emergence of the “radial tidal current”
(Yao et al., 2013a,b). Qian et al. (2014, 2015) examined the
contribution of lateral water depth difference, which is a typical
bathymetric feature of the South Yellow Sea, and proposed
that the tidal wave refraction due to the lateral water depth
difference is a controlling factor for the special tidal current
pattern. Besides the southern Yellow Sea, Phan et al. (2019)
discovered “radial tidal currents” along the southern Mekong
estuarine coast and proposed that basin geometry as well as
sloping topography were important for developing such tidal
current pattern.

These existing studies have advanced our knowledge on
tidal wave propagation as well as tidal current patterns in

the South Yellow Sea using numerical modeling approaches.
Different factors of influence, such as basin shape (geometry),
underwater topography, etc., have been studied regarding the
tidal wave propagation pattern, but how the tidal current system
responds to these factors of influence has been less investigated.
The tidal current ellipse field can visually illustrate the tidal
current variations in space and time, which was commonly
used in previous studies (e.g., Qian et al., 2014, 2015), but
several quantitative metrics of a tidal current system, such as
tidal current amphidromic point, convergent point, asymmetry
pattern, etc., cannot be captured by visually distinguishing tidal
ellipse field, introducing difficulties to investigate the response
of the tidal current system to different factors of influence.
Thus, multiperspective analyses on the tidal current system,
such as tidal current ellipses, tidal current amphidromic points
and tidal ellipse inclination angles, etc., should be considered
to get a full view on the tidal current system. Furthermore,
since the Holocene, tidal wave propagation pattern in the Yellow
Sea has been changed due to sea level variations (Zhou et al.,
2016). During 1128–1855, the Yellow River shifted to discharge
into the southern Yellow Sea, supplying a huge amount of
sediment to the Jiangsu coast. Correspondingly, the Jiangsu
coast has been modified from sandy to muddy with a gentle
slope. The shoreline has advanced seaward about 70 km on
averaged in this period (Su et al., 2017). Thus, the basin
geometry was changed during the past thousands of years.
Therefore, knowledge on the tidal current system variations
due to changes in basin geometry (i.e., position of shoreline,
depth slope, etc.) can favor the morphological evolution in
this region.

With respect to the tidal dynamics in a basin, both analytical
models and numerical models are commonly applied. Analytical
models solve the simplified tidal wave equations analytically
based on several assumptions [viz., Taylor’s problem (Taylor,
1922)]. Numerous extensions of Taylor’s problem have been
developed to deepen insight in shelf sea tidal dynamics (Kang,
1984; Brown, 1987; Carbajal, 1997; Jung et al., 2005; De Boer
et al., 2011; Roos and Schuttelaars, 2011; Roos et al., 2011).
Alternatively, numerical models have been employed in a
schematized manner (e.g., schematization for either geometry or
underwater bathymetry). These schematized numerical models
were designed to investigate the physical processes in a basin
instead of aiming at accurate tide simulations. They have been
applied to study the tidal amphidromic system shift in a cross-
basin direction (Ye and Chen, 1987), the tidal current system in
the North Sea (Xia et al., 1995), and the morphology in the North
Sea (Carbajal et al., 2005). With the help of these tidal models, the
tidal dynamics and the relevant factors of influence over different
geological timescales can be investigated in detail (Ward et al.,
2020).

The aim of the present study is to unravel the inherent
structure of the tidal current system in the South Yellow Sea.
To this end, visualization of the CAP system is proposed
combing co-tidal chart, co-tidal current chart, tidal ellipse
field, as well as co-inclination chart to get a full view of
a tidal structure in a tidal basin. Subsequently, different
factors of influence, such as the geometry and the underwater
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topography, on the tidal current structure are explored using a
schematized numerical tidal model. The contribution of the basin
geometry, basin topography, and open boundary conditions on
the tidal current system are analyzed and discussed. Finally,
the occurrence of the “radial tidal current” is discussed in a
generic manner.

REGIONAL SETTING

The geometry of the Chinese Marginal Seas, i.e., the Bohai Sea,
Yellow Sea, and East China Sea (hereafter referred to as BYECS) is
complicated by the presence of several bays, peninsulas, estuaries,
and other natural geophysical settings (Figure 1a). For clarity, the
region is divided into four parts: the Bohai Sea, North Yellow
Sea, South Yellow Sea, and East China Sea. In this study, the
boundaries between each two adjacent seas are represented by
several arbitrary lines, respectively, connecting the Shandong
Peninsula, the Liaodong Peninsula, and the Korean Peninsula
(green dotted lines in Figure 1a).

The underwater topography of the BYECS shows significant
variations as well. The water depth changes from ∼2,000 m in
the south (Okinawa Trough) to <50m in the north, with a step-
like characteristic in the longitudinal direction. In the South
Yellow Sea, a north–south trough is situated in the center with a
depth of 60–80m (Figure 1a). Separating by the trough, the water
depth is slowly decreasing with a gentle slope toward the Chinese
coast, but more rapidly decreasing toward the Korean Peninsula
(Figure 1b).

The Yellow Sea is dominated by a semi-diurnal tide, with the
M2 tide being the predominant tidal constituent (Choi, 1980;
Fang, 1986; Lee and Beardsley, 1999). The “radial sand ridges”
are located on the inner-shelf of the South-Western Yellow Sea
with a mean tidal range of 4–6m (Ren et al., 1986) and can be
thus classified as a macro-tidal area (Davies, 1964). The largest
observed tidal range can be up to 9.28m in the Huangshayang
tidal channel (Wang et al., 2012). The average spring tidal current
can be as strong as 2 m/s in the “radial sand ridges.”

Figure 2a shows the co-tidal elevation chart of the M2 tide.
There are two amphidromic points in the Yellow Sea. One is
located under the Liaodong Peninsula in the North Yellow Sea;
another is located under the Shandong Peninsula in the South
Yellow Sea. Off the central Jiangsu coast, several arc-shaped co-
phase lines (e.g., 100, 120◦ co-phase lines) denote the interference
between the anti-clockwise amphidromic system in the South
Yellow Sea and the tidal wave from the East China Sea. The arc-
shaped tidal wave is hypothesized to be the main reason for the
occurrence of the “radial tidal current” in previous studies (e.g.,
Zhang et al., 1999).

The tidal current pattern in the “radial sand ridges”
can be artificially divided into two categories by taking the
Huangshayang Channel as boundary, shown in Figure 2b

(denoted by the two Roman numbers). In the northern part
(region I), the major axis of the tidal current ellipses spreads
radially in a fan shape with an angle of ∼90◦ and smaller
ellipticities (the ratio of semi-minor axis over the semi-major

axis). In the southern part (region II), the main direction of the
tidal current ellipses is SE-NW with larger ellipticities.

METHODS

Simplified Tidal Model
In this study, the more generic features and physical mechanisms
of the tidal current in the Yellow Sea are explored, using a
schematized numerical model. The model is designed based
on an open source modeling system Delft3D. Delft3D fully
integrates the effects of the tide, waves, and sediment in coastal,
river, and estuarine regions [more details on the Delft3D in
Lesser et al. (2004), and the Delft3D user’s manual Deltares,
2014]. The Delft3D-FLOW module solves the Navier–Stokes
equations for an incompressible fluid under the shallow water
and the Boussinesq assumptions. The present study uses the
depth-averaged mode (i.e., two dimensional) of Delft3D-Flow
focusing on tides only.

The study area covers the area of the Bohai Sea, the
Yellow Sea, and part of the East China Sea (Figure 1a). The
irregular shoreline and seafloor bathymetry are two main
aspects influencing tidal elevation and tidal current pattern. A
schematization of the model is made for both geometry and
underwater topography to investigate to what extent these two
features influence tidal current structure. For the geometry,
we changed the original curved shorelines into a number of
interconnected straight lines following the trend of the coast
and keeping its main features (see green lines in Figure 1a).
Through this simplification, the Bohai Sea and the Yellow Sea are
reduced to a semi-closed rectangular basin with two peninsulas
(i.e., Shandong Peninsula and Liaodong Peninsula) in the north.
For the underwater topography, we reconstructed it based on
the GEBCO bathymetry dataset (IOC et al., 2003) and using the
volume conservation smoothing method. Then, a pronounced
smooth seafloor is obtained instead of the original complex ridge
and trough topography (see Supplementary Figure 1).

An orthogonal curvilinear grid is constructed under spherical
coordinates with a grid size of∼3′ × 3′. Only one open boundary
is chosen on the shelf edge of the East China Sea (marked as
blue line in Figure 1a). The tidal wave from the Korea Strait
is neglected in this model because the incoming tidal energy is
relatively small compared to the tidal energy from the Pacific
Ocean in the south (Zhao et al., 1994; Song et al., 2013). The
preliminary model tests also suggest that including the open
boundary of the Korea Strait has less influence on the overall
tide regimes in the region. Along the open boundary, only the
M2 tidal constituent, derived from a large Chinese sea model (Su
et al., 2015), is used to prescribe time series water levels. The
bottom friction is prescribed by a constant Manning coefficient
(i.e., 0.02 s/m1/3) in most areas, except the deep region near the
eastern part of the open boundary. In this region, where the depth
varies from ∼200 to ∼1,000m (Figure 1b), the corresponding
Manning coefficient has a value of 0.04 s/m1/3 (based on previous
modeling experience; Su et al., 2015). Sensitivity tests showed that
a time step of 3min is small enough for stability and accuracy
of the simulations. The model starts with zero elevation initial
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FIGURE 1 | Geometry and bathymetry of the Bohai Sea, Yellow Sea, and East China Sea (BYECS) and schematized model configurations. (a) Overall geometry and

bathymetry of the BYECS; the green dotted lines show the boundaries between the adjacent seas in this study; the green dashed lines show the schematized

geometry of the BYECS used in the model; (b) water depth of a typical trans-section in the South Yellow Sea; (c) experimental configurations of the schematized

model on the basin geometries; (d) experimental configurations of the schematized model on the bathymetries of the South Yellow Sea [shoreline schematizations are

based on (a)].

conditions and a simulation period of 37 days, with the first 7
days considered as the spin-up period.

It should be emphasized that the purpose of the schematized
model is not intended to simulate the tides in the BYECS in
accurate local detail. We examine the more generic features of
the tidal elevation and tidal current pattern, and the physical
mechanisms behind the “radial tidal current” off the central
Jiangsu coast.

Case Configurations
Two sets of numerical experiments are designed to examine
the role of the basin geometry and underwater topography
on the tidal wave and tidal current pattern in the South
Yellow Sea. The original model with initially schematized
geometry and underwater topography is run first and
taken as the reference case. An overview of the cases is
listed in Table 1. Preliminary sensitivity cases have been
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FIGURE 2 | Co-tidal chart (a) and the tidal current ellipse field (b) of the BYECS (after Su et al., 2013). Note that the phases (in degree) of the co-tidal chart refers to

the coordinated universal time (UTC).

TABLE 1 | Case description based on the schematized Bohai Sea, Yellow Sea, and East China Sea (BYECS) model.

Name Geometry Underwater topography Open boundary

Reference case Smoothed shoreline of BYECS

(Figure 1a)

Smoothed depth of BYECS (Supplementary Figure 1) M2 tide in reality

Case G1 Elongate Jiangsu coastline

(Figure 1c)

Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case G2 Close the Bohai Sea

(Figure 1c)

Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case G3 Reduce the North Yellow Sea

(Figure 1c)

Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case G4 Close the North Yellow Sea

(Figure 1c)

Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case B1 Same as Reference case Stepwise depth in the cross-basin direction of the South Yellow

Sea (see Figure 1d)

Same as Reference case

Case B2 Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case B3 Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

Case B4 Same as Reference case Same as Reference case

conducted, and the results have shown that different
configurations did not influence the tides prescribed at
open boundaries.

The first set of experiments focuses on the positioning of
shorelines (i.e., the geometry). The results of the Paleo-tide
simulations (using different positions of the Jiangsu coastline,
i.e., different cross-basin geometries) suggested that the overall
basin geometry of the Yellow Sea is the main reason of the
occurrence of the “radial tidal current” (Lin et al., 1999; Zhu

and Chang, 2001; Uehara et al., 2002; Zhu and Chen, 2005). In
this study, we explore the influence of the inclusion of different
sub-basins on the tidal wave and tidal current. Four different
basin geometries are designed, i.e., Case G1 to G4 (Figure 1c),
to identify the shoreline changes. Case G1 uses similar shoreline
schematizations as the reference run, except a straight shoreline
starting from the Yangtze River Estuary toward the southern open
boundary. Case G2 to G4 are based on the geometry of the Case
G1modifying the northern shorelines. Case G2 ignores the Bohai
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Sea, Case G3 reduces the area of the North Yellow Sea, and Case
G4 closes the North Yellow Sea. The basin bathymetries of each
case are set the same as the reference case.

The second set of numerical experiments considers the effect
of the basin topography based on the reference case. Uehara et al.
(2002) and Zhu and Chen (2005) found that the “radial tidal
current” appeared using the linear sloped topography, whereas
Ye (2012) found that the “radial tidal current” disappeared when
assigning a uniform depth. These studies did not clarify why the
“radial tidal current” emerge or not under certain topographic
setting. To this end, a gradually changed stepwise topography is
designed to combine features of both flat and sloped depth profile
(Figure 1d). First, the South Yellow Sea is divided into four cross-
basin regions. In each region, a flat bottom with uniform depth
is applied. The average water depth of each region in Case B1 is
kept the same with that of the initial depth. The depth difference
in between each two adjacent regions is gradually reduced in
Case B2–B4, while keeping the average water depth of the whole
South Yellow Sea unchanged. In this set of experiments, the basin
topography is only modified in the South Yellow Sea keeping
the other seas in the model unchanged. In the conjunction area
between the South Yellow Sea and the other seas, a smooth depth
transition is used. The geometry and open boundary condition
are the same as the reference case.

Illustration of a Tidal Current System
Different from a tidal elevation system, which can be described
by a co-tidal chart (e.g., distribution of the tidal elevation
amphidromic points, i.e., EAPs; see Appendix for definitions),
a tidal current system can be identified by both a tidal ellipse
field and a co-current tidal chart. The tidal current ellipse field
is a commonly applied technique for the illustration of the
tidal currents varying in space and time (e.g., see Figure 2b),
whereas the co-current tidal chart, which provides information
of the tidal current amphidromic points (CAPs; see Appendix

for definitions) is less used. The CAPs and the tidal ellipse field
are two major components to illustrate a tidal current system but
in different aspects. Meanwhile, these two parameters are closely
related to each other. For example, at CAPs, the tidal ellipse is
a circle or, in some cases, shrinks to a point with a tidal current
ellipticity (ratio of the semi-minor axis over the semi-major axis
of the tidal current ellipse) toward either −1 or +1. Moreover,
the positions of CAPs can also be provided by a series of co-
inclination contour lines (see Figure 3c). The inclination is the
angle between the major maxis of the tidal ellipse and the west–
east direction. Since the tidal ellipse appears as a circle at CAPs,
the major axis of the tidal ellipse can exist at all inclination angles.
Therefore, all inclination angles are possible at CAPs, and the
co-inclination lines connect there.

In order to have a full view of a tidal current system, the
relevant parameters (i.e., the CAPs and tidal ellipse) should
be jointly illustrated and investigated. In this study, an online
Fourier analysis is carried out in each grid point during model
simulations to derive information of the M2 tide. Subsequently,
we adopt the following approach for the illustration of a tidal
current system. First, the co-current lines are plotted together
with the tidal ellipticity, viz., co-current chart. Thus, the overall

distribution of the flow rotation sense and the CAPs can be
identified. Second, the co-inclination lines are drawn with the
tidal ellipse field (viz., tidal ellipse chart), by which the overall
tidal ellipse pattern as well as the CAPs can be recognized.
According to the tidal ellipse field together with the co-
inclination contour map, the “radial tidal current” pattern can be
identified (examples are given in the Tidal Current System of the
Reference Case section and the Idealized Model Setting section).
Furthermore, it is worth noting that, for the region to qualify as
a radial tidal current pattern, the ellipticity of the tidal ellipse
should be small (rectilinear shape, see the region bounded by
dashed red lines in Figure 2) because only a rectilinear-shaped
ellipse can represent a convergent/divergent flow vector field
in reality.

RESULTS

Tidal Current System of the Reference
Case
The initial, schematized model (reference case) results are
illustrated by a co-tidal elevation chart, a co-tidal current chart,
and a tidal ellipse chart of the M2 tidal constituent (Figure 3).
For tidal elevation, the elevation amphidromic Points (EAPs) in
the North Yellow Sea and the South Yellow Sea are reproduced
in the schematized model. For tidal current, there are five current
amphidromic points (CAPs) in the Yellow Sea, with one in the
North Yellow Sea and the other four in the South Yellow Sea. For
more background information on CAPs as well as the relation
between CAPs and EAPs, see Xia et al. (1995) and Carbajal
(1997). The results of the schematized model were comparable
to the previous studies in terms of positions of EAP and CAPs in
the South Yellow Sea (details refer to Supplementary Material).
Thus, the overall patterns of the tidal wave and current are well
simulated by this schematized model. Moreover, the agreements
also indicate that the smoothness of the shoreline and underwater
topography has less effect on the overall tidal dynamics.

The previous studies on the tidal current system in a semi-
enclosed basin suggested that there are mainly three types of
CAPs, viz., middle CAPs (formed in pair with different rotation
sense), closed boundary CAP (formed individually), and open
boundary CAP (formed individually) (Xia et al., 1995; Carbajal,
1997). The middle CAPs, which are located between adjacent
EAPs, can be separated by a certain distance in a basin with
complex geometries, bathymetries, etc., such as the South Yellow
Sea. Therefore, the distribution of CAPs in the South Yellow
Sea deviates from that in a rectangular semi-enclosed basin.
Nevertheless, CAP1 and CAP2, which distribute in a cross-
basin direction with opposite rotation sense (Figure 3b), can be
assumed as a CAP pair (i.e., the middle CAPs). Note that the
assumption would be verified in the following section (e.g., in
the Influencing Factors on Tidal Current System and the “Radial
Tidal Current” section). CAP3 appears in single, and it is probably
formed due to local complex bathymetry. CAP4 appears as a
single point off the Jiangsu coast, but according to its location,
there should be another CAP (i.e., an accompanying CAP) to
form a pair. Figure 3c depicts that all co-inclination lines seem
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FIGURE 3 | Simulation results of M2 tide in the schematized model. (a) Co-tidal elevation chart. Co-phase lines are in degree. (b) Co-tidal current chart.

Co-current-phase lines are in degree. The background contour map denotes the tidal ellipticity. (c) Tidal ellipse field, with enlarged area in the radial sand ridges. The

co-inclination contour lines are marked in red color. The inclination is with respect to the west–east direction and in the range of 0–180◦. Note that there exists several

sets of multiple (thick) lines, which is because of a numerical limitation (i.e., 0◦ and 180◦ are of the same angles).
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to converge to the central Jiangsu coast. It implies that the
accompanying CAP of CAP4 may exist but with its position
shifted into the coast.

Figure 3c illustrates the overall pattern of the tidal current
ellipse including the co-inclination contours. Regarding the CAP
pair {CAP1, CAP2}, there is a 0/180◦ co-inclination line near
the Shandong Peninsula (i.e., a set of multiple/thick lines in
Figure 3c) connecting two CAPs. Along the line, the major axis
of the tidal ellipse has no inclination following the west–east
direction. The inclination angles increase southward away from
the line, indicating that the tidal ellipse exhibits more or less a
radial shape. However, positions of CAP1 and CAP2 are close
to the land boundary (i.e., the Shandong Peninsula), where the
flow direction can be influenced and restricted exhibiting radial
pattern to some extent. Hence, the tidal current pattern cannot
be identified to be the “radial tidal current.” Off the Jiangsu
coast (i.e., the open coast with straight shoreline in the model),
there is also a 0◦/180◦ co-inclination line, starting from CAP4
toward the coast. Away from the line, the inclination angles
increase/decrease from 0/180◦ in different sides, respectively.
Moreover, the tidal ellipse depicts rectilinear shape (with small
ellipticity). Hence, the tidal current field can be identified to have
the radial pattern.

Influence of Basin Shape
The results of the reference case show that a small-scale
irregularity of the shoreline, e.g., on a scale of 10 km, has little
effect on the overall tidal dynamics in the basin. However, to what
extent the changes of the basin geometry influence the existence
of the “radial tidal current” is unclear.

Figure 4 displays the tidal current amphidromic systems of
four cases (i.e., Case G1–G4), under different configurations of
the basin geometry. Herein, we mainly focus on CAP1, CAP2,
and CAP4 in the South Yellow Sea. Compared with the reference
case, both the number and the position of CAPs in the South
Yellow Sea are approximately the same for Case G1 and Case
G2. This indicates that elongating the Jiangsu shoreline to the
open boundary and omitting the Bohai Sea hardly affect the tidal
current system in the South Yellow Sea. For Case G3 andCase G4,
in which the size of theNorth Yellow Sea is reduced, an additional
CAP (CAP5 in Figures 4c,d) appears with the cyclonical rotation
near the Jiangsu coast. In particular, the CAP4 and CAP5 appear

to have the same rotation sense (cyclonically). Furthermore, the
cyclonical rotation dominates the most part of the domain in
Case G3 and Case G4.

Figure 5 illustrates the tidal current ellipse fields including
co-inclination lines of the four cases. For Case G1 and G2, the
tidal current field off the central Jiangsu coast can be identified
to have the radial shape (according to our definition). The
tidal current ellipse in the Jiangsu coastal region shows a larger
ellipticity in Case G3 and G4 (Figure 4), due to the appearance
of CAP5. Although the co-inclination lines show that the major
axis has a feature of radial shape more or less in these two cases
(Figures 5c,d), the overall current pattern cannot be identified
as the “radial tidal current” because of the large ellipticity.
Therefore, the overall basin scale has a significant influence on
the tidal current system through altering both the distribution
pattern of CAPs and the occurrence of the “radial tidal current”
in the South Yellow Sea.

Influence of Lateral Depth Difference
Figure 6 shows the tidal current amphidromic systems of the four
cases for different configurations of the underwater topography.
Similar to the previous section, we focus on analyzing the current
amphidromic system in the Yellow Sea by CAP1, CAP2, and
CAP4. For Case B1, there are several small and deformed CAPs
near CAP4. The appearances of these points are due to the
abrupt changes in the depth between the cross-basin subregions
in Case B1. The other three cases (i.e., Case B2 to B4) produce
three CAPs with almost the same positions in the South Yellow
Sea. Compared to the reference case (i.e., Figure 3), CAP1 and
CAP2 have a little changed position in these three cases (i.e.,
Cases B2, B3, and B4), whereas the position of CAP4 shifts away
from the northern land boundary and locates in the conjunction
area between the South Yellow Sea and the East China Sea.
The rotation sense of the CAPs in all cases remains the same
with the reference case. Besides, CAP3 of the reference case
(see Figure 3b) has disappeared when the uniform depth was
assigned in region IV (see Figure 1d). This verifies our previous
explanation on the appearance of CAP3, i.e., CAP3 is generated
due to the local complex bathymetric effect.

Figure 7 shows the tidal current ellipse field in the basin.
Different from the reference case (Figure 3c), the “radial tidal
current” occurs in the conjunction area between the South Yellow

FIGURE 4 | Co-tidal current charts of four cases on basin geometry. Co-current-phase lines are in degree with the interval of 20◦. (a) Case G1; (b) Case G2; (c) Case

G3; (d) Case G4.
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FIGURE 5 | Tidal ellipse fields of four cases on basin geometry. (a) Case G1; (b) Case G2; (c) Case G3; (d) Case G4. The co-inclination contour lines are marked in

red color. The inclination is with respect to the west–east direction and in the range of 0–180◦.

Sea and the East China Sea. Thus, in these cases, the position of
the “radial tidal current” shifts southward. Especially, in Case B4,
the main part of the “radial tidal current” appears at an area out
of the Yellow Sea, where the underwater topography is not flat.
The phenomena are consistent with the displacement of CAP4

in the South Yellow Sea (Figure 7). Additional experiments (not
shown here) indicated that setting a relatively small water depth
for the South Yellow Sea (e.g., 30m) can shift both CAP4 and
the “radial tidal current” back to the South Yellow Sea because
of the decrease in the tidal wavelength. Therefore, the position
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FIGURE 6 | Co-tidal current charts of four cases on underwater topography. Co-current-phase lines are in degrees with the interval of 20◦. (a) Case B1; (b) Case B2;

(c) Case B3; (d) Case B4. The white square inside each figure denotes the position of CAP4 in the reference run.

of the “radial tidal current” (i.e., either in the conjunction area
or the South Yellow Sea) is of minor importance. However, it is
important to understand why the “radial tidal current” emerges
even under flat bottom condition in the South Yellow Sea because
the tidal current pattern simulated in an idealized semi-enclosed
rectangular basin with uniform depth does not show the relevant
radial shape (e.g., Uehara et al., 2002; Ye, 2012).

In fact, according to the present experimental settings of the
underwater topography, only the depth in the South Yellow
Sea was changed. This schematization is, therefore, different
from those of Uehara et al. (2002) and Ye (2012), who used
a uniform depth in the entire basin. Meanwhile, the open
boundary conditions in Case B-series are non-uniform, which
is also different from the study of Uehara et al. (2002) and Ye
(2012). It is known that tidal waves propagate faster in deeper
water, implying a larger wavelength, and vice versa in shallower
water. Thus, for the Kelvin waves that propagate in along-basin
directions, the lateral water depth variation causes the wavelength
difference in the west and east coast of the domain (i.e., the cross-
basin direction). Subsequently, the cross-basin phase difference
would be caused during along-basin propagation of the Kelvin
wave. This implies that the lateral phase differences (induced
by both the lateral depth difference in the East China Sea and
the non-uniform open boundary conditions) not only cause the
differences between models but also contribute to the existence
of the “radial tidal current.” In order to verify this hypothesis
regarding the lateral phase differences, we carry out further
numerical experiments in a generic manner. The numerical
experiments and the corresponding results are listed and
discussed in the following section (i.e., the Further Explorations
on the Influence of the Lateral Phase Difference section).

FURTHER EXPLORATIONS ON THE
INFLUENCE OF THE LATERAL PHASE
DIFFERENCE

Idealized Model Setting
The above-mentioned numerical results have shown that the
overall basin geometry and cross-basin phase difference are
two aspects influencing the tidal current system and probably

the occurrence of the “radial tidal current.” To get a better
understanding of the influence of the cross-basin phase difference
of the tidal wave, we carried out further experiments in a generic
manner. Herein, the lateral direction is the cross-basin direction;
the longitudinal direction is the along-basin direction.

First, an idealized model is set up using a semi-enclosed
rectangular domain in the f -plane (i.e., constant Coriolis
parameter in the domain, and the latitude is set to 32◦N) with
one open boundary in the south. The dimension of the basin
is 500 km (width) × 1,200 km (length) using 5 km × 5 km
rectangular grid cells. The first simulation (i.e., standard run)
uses the flat bottom with a uniform water depth of 48.2m
(mean water depth of the South Yellow Sea). The model is
forced by the M2 tide at the southern boundary with a uniform
amplitude (1.5m) and a uniform phase (0◦) along the boundary.
In this domain, the Kelvin wavelength is calculated to be 970 km,
the critical basin width for free Poincaré wave is 580 km, and
the e-folding decay length of the lowest bound Poincaré mode
is 510 km.

Figure 8 displays the tidal elevation amphidromic system, the
tidal current amphidromic system, and the tidal ellipse field of
the standard run. We numbered the tidal elevation and current
amphidromic points for further comparison. There are two tidal
elevation amphidromic points (i.e., EAP 1 and EAP 2) and
five tidal current amphidromic points (i.e., two middle CAP
pairs: {CAP1, CAP2} and {CAP3, CAP4}, and basin head CAP
in the upper corner) in the basin (Figures 8a,b). Specifically,
the CAP pairs locate between two adjacent EAPs (or between
the EAP and the open boundary). The positions of the CAPs
are consistent with the analytical study of Xia et al. (1995) on
the tidal current amphidromic system. Xia et al. (1995) showed
that the two points of a CAP pair appear close to each other
in a semi-enclosed rectangular basin without consideration of
friction. Since the friction termwas included in the present study,
different degrees of separation of the CAP pairs were observed
(Figure 8b). The separation of the CAP pair {CAP1, CAP2} is
more pronounced than that of the pair {CAP3, CAP4}. This
indicates that the friction effects were more evident in the basin
closed end than the basin opening on tidal wave propagation.
Note that there is no “radial tidal current” emerging in the
domain (Figure 8c).
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FIGURE 7 | Tidal ellipse fields of four cases on underwater topography. (a) Case B1; (b) Case B2; (c) Case B3; (d) Case B4. The co-inclination contour lines are

marked in red color. The inclination is with respect to the west—east direction and in the range of 0–180◦.

Next, two additional experimental groups are designed,
namely, a “pre-allocating lateral phase difference” (group A) and
a “self-generating lateral phase difference” (group B) (see Table 2
for an overview). For group A, we change the phase difference
along the open boundary keeping the flat bottom of the basin

unchanged. The phase at the end point of the open boundary
(i.e., x = 500 km, y = 0 km) is set to a constant value of 0, while
we adjust the value at the start point (i.e., x = 0 km, y = 0 km).
The phases at the intermediate point between the start point and
the end point of the open boundary are linearly interpolated
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FIGURE 8 | Simulation results of the idealized model (standard run). (a) Co-tidal elevation chart. Cophase lines are in degrees with the interval of 20◦. (b) Co-tidal

current chart. Co-current-phase lines are in degrees with the interval of 20◦. (c) Tidal ellipse field. The co-inclination lines are marked in red color. The inclination is with

respect to the west–east direction and in the range of 0–180◦.

(Figure 9a). For group B, we apply a linear slope representing
the cross-basin depth (general bathymetric feature of the South
Yellow Sea, see Figure 1) keeping other parameters unchanged.
We adjust the sea bottom slope keeping the mean water depth
of the basin unchanged (i.e., 48.2m) in different simulations
(Figure 9b).

Pre-allocating Lateral Phase Difference
Along the Open Boundary
The pre-allocating lateral phase difference in each simulation
varies from −330 to 330◦ with an interval of 30◦. Figure 10
illustrates the position changes of the EAPs and the CAPs. It
shows that the positions of the two EAPs (i.e., EAP1 and EAP2)
and the first CAP pair {CAP1, CAP2} shift little under different
phase differences along the open boundary (Figures 10a,b).
However, the position changes of the second CAP pair {CAP3,
CAP4} are more pronounced (Figure 10c). CAP3 shifts laterally
from the eastern boundary to the western boundary, when the
phase difference varies from −330 to 330◦. The lateral trajectory
of CAP4 can be divided into two categories. For the negative
phase difference, CAP4 shifts laterally from the western boundary
to the eastern boundary, whereas it shifts back to the western
boundary for the positive phase difference. The longitudinal
positions of CAP3 and CAP4 are less changed. Therefore, the

functionality of the pre-allocating lateral phase difference seems
to separate the CAP pair near the open boundary, and the larger
the phase differences, the larger the distance of separation.

The “radial tidal current” appears when the lateral phase
difference along the open boundary is in the ranges of 120–
300◦ and −270 to −120◦ (Figure 10c), corresponding to a
certain separation distance between the CAP pair near the open
boundary (i.e., CAP3 and CAP4). Under different conditions, the
positions of the EAPs hardly change and appear less sensitive
to the open boundary conditions. However, the occurrence of
the “radial tidal current” is inconsistent with the EAPs because
the “radial tidal current” only emerges in certain conditions.
Therefore, the previous studies, which only focused on finding
the relevant relationship between the tidal elevation system and
the formation of the “radial tidal current,” is insufficient to
explain the phenomena.

Figure 11 illustrates the tidal ellipse field of four simulations.
Comparing all the simulation results, the “radial tidal current”
emerges inside the vicinity area between the CAP pair near the
open boundary (e.g., see CAP3 and CAP4 in Figure 11) and the
position of its focal point seems to be CAP3 (ellipticity maxima
with counterclockwise rotation direction). Figure 11(II), show
that the 0/180◦ co-inclination lines linking CAP3 and CAP4
are parallel to the cross-basin direction (the Y-coordinates of
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TABLE 2 | Case description in a rectangular semi-enclosed basin.

Name Geometry Underwater topography Open boundary

Standard run Semi-enclosed rectangular

basin (Figure 8)

Uniform depth (i.e., 48.2m) M2 tide with uniform amplitude and phase

A. Pre-allocating lateral phase

difference

Same as Standard run Same as Standard run M2 tide with uniform amplitude but various phases

B. Self-generating lateral phase

difference

Same as Standard run Linear depth profile in the cross-basin

direction (see Figure 9)

Same as Standard run

FIGURE 9 | Configurations of experimental group A (a) cross-basin phase differences along open boundary and (b) experimental group B cross-basin seafloor slopes.

CAPs are close but the X-coordinates are distant; see Figure 10c).
Away from the line on both sides (i.e., upper and lower),
the inclination increases/decreases forming a quasi-symmetric
pattern. Correspondingly, due to the pattern of the inclination,
the major axis of the tidal ellipse depicts a radial pattern. CAP3
locates near the west coast (left side) when the phase difference
along the open boundary is positive, while it locates near the
east coast (right side) under negative phase difference. If the
0/180◦ co-inclination lines do not perfectly parallel to the cross-
basin direction but with a small angle [e.g., Figure 11(I)], the
inclination pattern becomes asymmetric, causing the “radial
tidal current” to be profound only on one side. Furthermore, if

the 0/180◦ co-inclination lines have a large angle with respect
to the cross-basin direction, no “radial tidal current” pattern
can be found (see the thick lines between CAP1 and CAP2
in Figure 11).

Self-Generating Lateral Phase Difference
Figure 12 displays the position changes of EAPs and
CAPs of radial tidal current relating to the different
lateral depth differences. For the tidal elevation, there
are two EAPs in the basin under most conditions (i.e.,
the bottom slope <0.133‰). The position of EAP1
changes little under different lateral bottom slopes, while
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FIGURE 10 | X- and Y-positions of elevation amphidromic points (EAPs, a) and current amphidromic points (CAPs b, c) on different phase differences along the open

boundary. The shadowed area denotes the occurrence of the “radial tidal current.” The definition method of the “radial tidal current” refers to the Illustration of a Tidal

Current System section and the Tidal Current System of the Reference Case section. The Roman numbers in (c) denote the examples in Figure 11.

EAP2 shifts laterally to the western boundary, then
disappears when the bottom slope is larger than 0.133‰
(Figure 12a).

The “radial tidal current” appears in the position of the
second CAP pair {CAP3, CAP4} under smaller slopes, whereas
it shifts to the position of the first CAP pair {CAP1, CAP2}
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FIGURE 11 | Tidal ellipse fields of four simulations. Different Roman numbers denote different simulations (see that in Figure 13c as well): I ϕ = 150◦; II ϕ = 270◦; III ϕ

= −150◦; IV ϕ = −270◦. ϕ is the phase differences along the open boundary. The co-inclination lines are marked in red color. The inclination is with respect to the

west–east direction and in the range of 0–180◦.

for the larger slope (Figures 12b,c). The “radial tidal current”
appears when the longitudinal distance between the two points
of the CAP pair is small (i.e., smaller than 60 km), and the
lateral distance is distant (i.e., larger than 90 km). It indicates
that when the “radial tidal current” emerges, the two CAPs of a
CAP pair distribute laterally. This finding is consistent with the
simulations in the Pre-Allocating Lateral Phase Difference Along
the Open Boundary section. However, it is found that the lateral
depth difference can affect the CAP distributions in the entire
domain, whereas the changes in the open boundary conditions
influence the CAP distribution only in the vicinity area of
the open boundary (as the influences in the interior area are
not profound).

DISCUSSIONS

Current Amphidromic Point (CAP) System
Numerical simulations of this study (e.g., Figures 10, 11 in
the Further Explorations on the Influence of the Lateral Phase
Difference section) show that the CAP distribution pattern and
the co-inclination lines are highly dynamic when various basin
configurations are assigned, while the changes of the tidal
ellipse field and the tidal elevation system are less recognizable.
Thus, the changes of the CAPs under different configurations
can be more easily and quantitatively investigated than the
tidal ellipse field. It is possible to address the tidal current
system through a tidal ellipse field; however, the CAP system
can provide information on the tidal current system. To this
end, we suggest to elaborate a tidal current system by a
CAP system (including the co-inclination lines, the CAPs,
and the tidal ellipticity), in combination with EAPs and tidal
ellipse field.

Influencing Factors on Tidal Current
System and the “Radial Tidal Current”
Different basin shapes, underwater topography (depth), and
open boundary conditions are various aspects of influence on
both the tidal elevation amphidromic system and the tidal
current amphidromic system. The simulations in the Further
Explorations on the Influence of the Lateral Phase Difference
section (e.g., Figures 10, 12) reveal that the influences on the tidal
current amphidromic system are more pronounced. Since both
the tidal wave and tidal current structure in a basin are the results
of the combination of the Kelvin wave and a set of Poincare
modes, different factors of influence on tidal current system are
discussed based on numerical results.

The critical basin width (Bcr), for the emergence of the free
Poincare modes, is defined as (Marchuk and Kagan, 1989):

Bcr=
π
√
gH

√

σ 2−f 2
(1)

in which, g is the gravitational acceleration, H is the water depth,
f = 2� sin θ is the Coriolis parameter with � ≈ 7.292 ×
10−5 rad/s as the angular speed of rotation of the earth, θ is the
latitude, and σ ≈ 1.405 × 10−4 rad/s is the angular frequency
of the tidal component for M2 tide. In this case, Bcr is ∼610 km,
which is larger than the basin width (B) of the Yellow Sea (ca.
550 km). Hence, the purely free Poincare modes do not exist,
and they (exponentially) decay from the closed boundary. The
e-folding decay length scale can be calculated by:

Ln =
1

Im
(

kn
) (2)
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FIGURE 12 | X- and Y-positions of EAPs (a) and CAPs (b, c) under different cross-basin bottom slopes. The shadowed area denotes the occurrence of the “radial

tidal current.” The shadowed area denotes the occurrence of the “radial tidal current.” The definition method of the “radial tidal current” refers to the Illustration of a

Tidal Current System section and the Tidal Current System of the Reference Case section.
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FIGURE 13 | Tidal current system at 6,000 years BP. (a) Co-tidal current chart. Co-current-phase lines are in degree. The background contour map denotes the tidal

ellipticity. (b) Tidal ellipse field (enlarged in the South Yellow Sea). The co-inclination contour lines are marked in red color. The inclination is with respect to the

west–east direction and in the range of 0–180◦.

kn = ±
{

σ 2 − f 2

gH
−

n2π

B2

}

1
2

(3)

In the Yellow Sea, the e-folding decay length of the first Poincaré
mode is 530 km. The Kelvin wave length (λ) is 970 km. The effect
of basin shape was studied by varying basin length (L, reducing
from ∼670 km in cases G1 and G2 to ∼400 km in G4) while
keeping basin width (∼550 km) unchanged in the Influence of
Basin Shape section. When the basin length is smaller than the
decay length-scale of the first Poincaré mode (i.e., Cases G3 and
G4), Poincaré wave would play a dominant role. Consequently,
the tidal current system exhibits a substantial rotating feature,
corresponding to clockwise rotation sense of tidal ellipses (i.e.,
negative ellipticity) dominating a major part of the domain (as
shown in Figure 4). Under this condition, even though there are
lateral depth difference and lateral phase difference in the open
boundary, no “radial tidal current” is shown. When the basin
length is larger than Ln (i.e., Cases G1 and G2), the Poincare wave
is only effective in part of the domain. The “radial tidal current”
emerged at the shallow side of the domain. Therefore, it can be
inferred that one condition for the “radial tidal current” is the
existence of the Poincare wave but with limited area of effect.

Regarding the cross-basin phase difference of the tidal wave,
we have examined the effects of the lateral depth difference and
the open boundary conditions in a semi-enclosed rectangular
basin. The mean water depth of the basin and the overall basin

scale refers to that of the Yellow Sea. Under a uniform open
boundary conditions, the “radial tidal current” can emerge when
the lateral bottom slope is larger than 0.01‰. The region with
the “radial tidal current” can shift from the vicinity of the
basin opening to the basin closed end with increases in the
slope (Figure 12c). Thus, the lateral depth difference, which can
generate the cross-basin phase difference during propagation of
tidal wave, influences both the emergence and the position of
the “radial tidal current.” On the other hand, in a basin with
flat bottom, the pre-allocating phase difference along the open
boundary can also result in an emergence of the “radial tidal
current.” Our simulation results indicate that a “radial tidal
current” emerges in the vicinity of the basin opening when the
pre-allocating lateral phase difference along the open boundary
in the ranges of 120–300◦.

Since the abovementioned numerical experiments and
discussions are made with respect to the mean water depth and
overall basin aspect ratio of the Yellow Sea, more systematically
analytical studies are needed in the future to verify this and gain
more quantitative understandings of the influence of the basin
geometric and bathymetric features on the tidal current system.

Evolution of “Radial Tidal Current” Since
the Holocene Transgression
The Jiangsu coast experienced the large Holocene transgression
(in ∼6,000 years BP). The shoreline of Jiangsu was retreated as
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a result of the marine inundation due to sea-level rise (Uehara
et al., 2002; Zhu and Chen, 2005). To examine the evolution of
the “radial tidal current” since 6,000 years BP, we carried out one
more experiment by changing the Jiangsu shoreline landward.
The shoreline and bathymetry of the widened area (i.e., Jiangsu
coast) are re-constructed based on that of Uehara et al. (2002)
and Zhu and Chen (2005). The mean sea level at 6,000 years BP
is assumed to be the same as the present as suggested by Uehara
et al. (2002). The open boundary conditions are kept the same
with the reference case (i.e., Figure 1a).

Figure 13 shows the results of the tidal current amphidromic
system in 6,000 years BP. It is clear that a CAP (i.e., CAP5 in
Figure 13a) emerges near the coast. The previous assumption
on the existence of the accompanying CAP of CAP4 is verified.
In this case, the distribution pattern of CAP4 and CAP5
follows the cross-basin direction approximately, together with
the quasi-symmetric inclination in both sides. Meanwhile, the
“radial tidal current” shows quasi-symmetric pattern in both
sides of the 0/180◦ co-inclination line. Therefore, at 6,000
years BP, the “radial tidal current” was fully developed at both
northern and southern parts. Since 6,000 years BP, the seaward
progradation of the Jiangsu coastline gradually modifies the
basin width, causing corresponding changes of the tidal current
system. Thus, the initial symmetric “radial tidal current” (or the
cross-basin CAP distribution pattern) is gradually changed to
be asymmetric.

CONCLUSIONS

To investigate the tidal current system and the related genesis
of the “radial tidal current” pattern in the South Yellow Sea,
a schematized numerical tidal model has been developed. A
series of numerical experiments were designed to examine the
contributions of basin geometry, underwater topography, and
open boundary conditions on the tidal current system in the
South Yellow Sea. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The tidal current system can be represented well by the CAP
system composed of CAPs, the co-inclination lines, and the
tidal ellipticity;

(2) Poincare modes are necessary for the existence of the “radial
tidal current,” but the e-folding decay length should be
smaller than the basin length;

(3) In a basin of similar scale as the Yellow Sea, a “radial tidal
current” can emerge on the shallower side when the lateral
bottom slope is larger than 0.01‰. The “radial tidal current”
can also emerge on a flat bottom if a lateral phase difference
exists along the open boundaries;

(4) While the “Paleo-radial tidal current” showed a symmetric
pattern 6,000 years BP, it became asymmetric due to the
seaward progradation of the Jiangsu coastline since.
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS OF THE
CHARACTERISTIC TIDAL PARAMETERS

To illustrate the results of the schematized model, many
characteristic tidal parameters are used in the text. In this
appendix, the definitions of the corresponding parameters are
presented in detail.

Amphidromic Point. Or tidal Elevation Amphidromic Point
(EAP), used for tidal elevation. The EAP is a point where the zero
tidal amplitude occurs. The co-phase lines meet at EAP and the
tides rotate around counterclockwise in northern hemisphere.
The EAP is also named “no tide point.”

A co-phase line (or co-tidal line) links all points having the
same phase. Co-amplitude line links places having the same tidal
range (amplitude).

Current Amphidromic Point (CAP). Used for the tidal
current. For a co-tidal current chart, the phase is defined as the
time when velocity reaches its maximum (i.e., semi-major axis
of a tidal ellipse). The CAP is a current nodal point where the
co-current-phase lines meet. That is, at CAPs, circular motion
all phases are possible, and the shape of the tidal current
ellipses is reduced to a circle and sometimes degenerates to a
point. Therefore, the CAP is also named “circular flow point”
[mentioned in Hansen (1952); for more background information
of CAP, see Xia et al. (1995)].

Co-current-phase lines link all points having the same phase
(when the tidal currents reach their maximum speeds). Co-
amplitude lines link places having same velocity (maximum).
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